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Legislative Profile: Fabian Núñez  

Growing up in San Diego with eleven broth-
ers and sisters, Assembly Speaker Fabian
Núñez (D – 46th District) never had much of
an opportunity to ride horses. However, after
first enjoying the races at Del Mar Racetrack,
personally witnessing the majesty of the
sport, and recognizing the role it has in
American culture, the importance of the
industry was not lost on him.
The culture that defines horse racing is one

that the Speaker believes defines the State of
California. According to Núñez, his vision for
California is invigorated “in the same way
that the famed Seabiscuit reminded
Americans of what they stood for at a time
when they needed it the most – the spirit of
healthy competition, a steadfast work ethic,
and a love for the underdog.”

Speaker Núñez’ life story exemplifies this
spirit. The son of immigrants, Núñez learned
the value of hard work from his parents as
they toiled endlessly to support their 12 chil-
dren. “My parents had very little schooling,
but they were my greatest teachers,” he said.
“My mom taught me the values of compas-
sion and caring. My dad taught me the value
of hard work. For more than 50 years, they
worked night and day to support our family.”
As Speaker of the Assembly, Núñez is charged with the task

of preserving the unique culture of California as a whole.

And from early morning workouts to the
thrill of the stretch run, he knows that the
horse racing industry is just as
“Californian” as movie stars and sunshine.
Speaker Nunez recognizes the importance
of protecting and strengthening the
Thoroughbred industry. His strong com-
mitment is conveyed through various
pieces of legislation that aim to keep this
vital, profitable industry running strong in
California, for many years to come.
His other legislative priorities include pro-

tecting and improving public education.
He believes ensuring a quality education is
not only good for business, it is essential to
leveling the playing field and building a
state in which every child – no matter their
background – can gain the skills necessary
to turn dreams into reality. According to
Núñez, education is the great equalizer,
because education “allows the sons and
daughters of gardeners to compete with the
sons and daughters of bankers.”
Speaker Núñez, it’s clear, has been hard at

work preserving his vision of California,
and though he may not have grown up
around horses, he looks forward to the day

when he can leave the political horse races of Sacramento
behind for the real thing.

lengthening their careers and reducing the need for thera-
peutic medication. The surface creates very little dust and
produces substantially less kickback than dirt tracks. It’s also
quiet, and many riders have noted that one cannot hear the
pounding of hooves of approaching horses on a Polytrack
surface.
Polytrack has also proven to be extremely durable, capable

of handling a high volume of use, while maintaining its con-
sistency in the face of severe weather conditions and extreme
and sudden temperature changes. Its unique design allows
rain water to flow vertically into a drainage system that car-
ries water away from the track, as opposed to traditional sur-
faces on which water runs off the surface horizontally, col-
lecting near the rails and often “washing out” a track. As a
result, Polytrack surfaces are flat, as opposed to dirt surfaces,
which are crowned.
The artificial surface is much cheaper to maintain than con-

ventional dirt tracks. Polytrack requires much less water
and harrowing than traditional surfaces, and depending on
how much use it receives and how well it is maintained,
needs only to be rejuvenated every 5 to 7 years.
Supporters of Polytrack contend that the surface will help

boost handle, as Polytrack’s ability to reduce injury and
soreness should lead to an increase in the number of starts
horses make at a meet. On weather affected racing days,
Polytrack’s ability to retain its consistency should reduce the
number of scratches typical of days when there is an “off”
track. In fact, for this year’s Turfway meet, Equibase indi-
cated that it will only use “fast” and “wet fast” to designate
the Polytrack surface condition. Should Polytrack one day
become commonplace in American racing, the days of
“mudders” and “off-track pedigrees” might become a thing
of the past.
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